
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION 

 

Detailed Specifications of Electronic TLD Rack Management System 
 
Specifications of modular Integrated TLD Tracking System 
This indent includes full functional Demonstration, supply, testing, installation and commissioning 
of "ID-card & Biometric (finger print) based Integrated TLD Management System" and safe 
delivery at TAPS 3&4 of the same as per detailed technical specifications as listed below. 
Objective 
The main purpose of the system is to control TLD access, identify TLD uniquely, track when a TLD 
is picked up and returned. It automatically records these transactions. A modular TLD cabinet shall 
hold all the TLDs, users shall be identified using biometric, and authorized user will be issued 
assigned TLD.  
TLD issue time, deposit time data should be easily extracted from the transaction history 
generated by the TLD cabinets, to produce a list of all employees taking TLD, in different formats 
(viz. TLD not returned for long duration, TLD not used, TLD usage per day or month, etc) .  
Any deviation in the quotation for the technical specifications mentioned must be clearly indicated. 
Quotation without complete technical details of product brochure will be rejected.  
Satisfactory demonstration of the quoted model at our site is a must for our technical 
evaluation. Vendors failing to demonstrate our tender requirements will be rejected. 
System Overview 
The system should consist of PVC 125 KHz RFID tags, which must be encoded with individual serial 
numbers and attached to the TLD cassettes. The cabinet should identify users with their biometric. 
The users shall access TLDs as per configuration set by system administrator. 
 
The construction of the cabinet should be modular in nature, consisting of a single User Console 
(with biometric (finger print) reader, 3.5” Colour TFT display , keypad) and the cabinet capacity 
should be 180 TLDs. The cabinet shall be able to communicate with host computer using Ethernet 
LAN link. 
 
a)The system should securely hold TLDs in one M.S. powder coated cabinets made of 18 SWG with 
SS front plate, for long life. 
b)The system shall have a biometric (finger print) reader for identification. RFID reader must be 
provided which shall be compatible with DAE ID card and touch keypad option must be provided 
for access with a secret PIN. 
c)Each TLD cassette should be fitted with 125 kHz RFID tag. TLD cassettes shall be free issue 
material 
d)TLDs should be released only against biometric access / DAE RFID card and indicated by flashing 
LED for secured access.  
e)The TLD identification & dispensing time shall be <3Sec. 
f)The system should identify TLDs irrespective of their location in the racks. 
g)The TLD holding force shall be more than 1000N. Forceful removal of TLD should raise alarm and 
log which TLD is removed. 
h)The system should log time of issue/deposit and provide reports of TLDs out of rack for 
extended period. 
i)The cabinet should archive TLD access history for at least 25,000 TLD transactions. 
j)The system should work in standalone mode and also in networked mode. 
k)TLD cabinet should be modular construction and field expandable. 
l)It shall have Graphic LCD display for displaying messages and key pad for user interface. Rugged 
capacitive sense keypad is desired, as it is easy to decontaminate. 
m)It should have audio-visual indication for different events. 
n)It shall have a provision to release all the TLDs from the cabinet by Administrator. 
o)It should be possible to configure 1000 users and 1000 TLDs per cabinet. 



p)It should facilitate to 
a.Check TLDs not returned to system 
b.Generate alarm event, TLD pulled out event 
c.Check TLDs present in the system. 
d.Check & acknowledge alarm events  
e.Release all TLD's for administrator  
f.Sense TLD tamper  
q)It shall have interface for connecting PC over Ethernet.  
r)The controller firmware should be upgradable over the Ethernet from host PC. 
s)Power: 220V AC, 50Hz. It should have a provision to operate for 4 hours in case of mains power 
failure 
t)In the event of complete failure, an emergency release tool should be able to release any TLD 
from cabinet 
u)Operating Temperature: 10 to 55 Degree C. 
v)Operating Humidity: RH 5 – 95% non-condensing 
w)The cabinet should be compact; the overall dimensions for a 180 TLD capacity unit shall be 
1000x 820 x120mm MAX. 
x)The cabinet should be wall mountable 
y)The cabinet should have gamma dose rate censer of 60 cps/mR/hr sensitivity GM Tube  
z)The weight of each cabinet should be 30 kg. (approximately) 
 
Cabinet Management Software - report generation, menu driven user friendly GUI software 
should be provided to perform the following tasks. 
1.Generate User definable reports and print on default printer. 
2.To interface more than one TLD cabinet for transaction logging and report generation. 
3.To maintain (add, edit, delete, save) TLD and employee database. 
4.Provision for photograph of the employee to be incorporated in database or in separate folder. 
5.To upload TLD and employee details like Employee No. PIN (if any) and other parameters to the 
TLD cabinet. 
6.To configure the TLD cabinet system parameters, like user timeout, operating mode, host IP, self 
IP, etc 
7.To download TLD transactions from the TLD cabinet memory 
8.To log each transactions of login/out of the administrator(s) 
9.The software should also provide various login and password protection for administrator, 
supervisor and operator level. 
10.OS shall be LINUX or Windows with antivirus software 
11.Software application shall be accessible using browser supported by IE10+  
 
●MATERIAL & WORKMANSHIP: All materials and standard parts used for the realization of this 
specification must be of a good quality. The workmanship also must be of a good quality so as to 
ensure the satisfactory operation & service life of the modular integrated TLD issue system. 
Excellent quality material & workmanship will be the important part of indent specifications 
 
●WARRANTY & PERFORMANCE REPORTS:  
a) Standard warranty of 1 year should be given by the manufacturer, with effect from date of 
completion of commissioning of material.  
b)The vendor has to submit details of previous successful installations of the offered items as 
performance reports. 
 
●PACKAGING & DELIVERY: Each unit should be packed with requisite soft packing inside and 
hard outer casing / box. Each individual box should be sealed with plastic shrink packing. Care 
should be taken not to make individual boxes exceedingly heavy and / or bulky. 
 
●DEVIATIONS FROM TENDER SPECS: The vendors shall bring out all the deviations clearly in 
their offered items, in tabulated form. 



Scope of supply: 1. Cabinet suitable for 180 TLDs. Qty-9. 
2. Web based software for reports and management and fingerprint enrollment hardware Qty- 1 
3. Emergency Release tool, required to release individual TLDs in case of system failure and 
emergency Qty-1 
4. Spare User Console unit Qty-1 
5. Spare battery packed power supply unit Qty-1 
6. spare RFID tags for TLDs. Qty-200 
7. Spare fingerprint enrollement device Qty-1 
8. TLD Tag personaliser Unit Qty-1 
9. DAE ID Card personaliser Unit Qty-1 
10. Installation and Commissioning of the total system with satisfactory performance. 
 
INSPECTION & TESTING: 100 % items will be inspected 
 
The vendor is responsible to carry out the type tests and routine test as required to confirm the 
above specifications.  
The features which need special testing apparatus shall be justified by submitting authorized test 
documents of respective standard testing labs. 
Each device should be tested at a standard lab/ manufactures site and all specification 
conformance sheets & test reports should be produced at the time of inspection. 
The vendor should be able to demonstrate complete functionality of all (100%) devices at the time 
of pre dispatch inspection. 
 
PRE- QUALIFICATION CRITERIA FOR BIDDERS 
 
(A) Design, supply & customization must be the main activity of the bidder.(which means 
fabrication of TLD racks as per TLD cassettes dimensions, slots and its configuration with 
computer/TFT monitor using suitable hardware components and software as per customer 
requirements. It is the main activity which has to be designed by bidder/vendor. 
(B) The annual turnover of the vendor shall be minimum of 80% of quoted value by bidder/vendor 
for supply of electronic security related systems means any electronic equipment /devices that 
could perform security operations like surveillance, access, control, alarming or an intrusion 
control to a facility etc.In our case it is for control of access of radiation workers in different field 
areas. Documents supporting this viz copy of the work order/PO/completion certificate (containing 
PO value) shall be submitted by the vendor as proof of the documents with the offer.  
(C) The bidder must have at least 5 years of experience for supply of electronic security related 
systems in different field areas. 
(D) The bidder must have executed successfully minimum of one order related to the supply of 
electronic TLD Rack management system in the last 3 years. 
 
Free Issue Material: TLD cassettes (Quantity- 1900 Nos.) will be issued to the contractor on 
submission of INSURANCE POLICY and INDEMNITY BOND for the total value of 1900 Nos TLD 
cassettes , i.e. Rs.1,14,000/- (Rupees One Lakh fourteen Thousand only) (Value of One TLD 
Rs.60/-). 
The details of Insurance Policy and Indemnity Bond shall be as per Clause no. 9.2 of GCC/SUPPLY-
1/R-4. The Insurance Policy shall be forwarded to the Head, C&MM, TAPS 3&4, C&MM, immediately 
to enable us to arrange issue of material. The Insurance Policy shall be valid till the validity of the 
contract (Preferably 12 Months). 
Indemnity Bond shall also be valid till the validity of the contract (Preferably 12 months / Final 
settlement of FIM) as per format given therein applicable GCC and shall be submitted to the Head, 
C&MM, TMS1-4 together with the insurance policy. 
Collection and Delivery of FIM: It is responsibility of the contractor to collect the TID cassettes 
from TM Site Stores as per requirement. Collection shall be arranged as per schedule given by our 
Engineer-in-Charge or his authorised representative through email. The duly repaired / serviced 
material shall be delivered to TMS STORES by the contractor. The Contractor shall arrange 



Packing, Transportation & Transit Insurance of free issue material from TAPS-3&4 to their works 
and their works to TAPS-3&4 site. 
Log shall be maintained with the details of TLD cassettes while handing over and receiving of TLD 
cassettes after RFID tag fiding jointly by Engineer-In-Charge, CMM & Contractor. 
 
DOCUMENTATION: 
 
The following documents should be submitted at the time of pre dispatch inspection for verification 
as well as three sets of these should be provided along with the material. 
a)Catalogue of the product. 
b)Technical datasheet with block diagram and explanation of each. 
c)OS / software CD/DVD if any must be given prior to completion of installation and 
commissioning. 
d)Installation manual and O&M manual. 
e)Standard spare parts list. 
f)Warranty certificates. 
 
MATERIAL ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA:  
1.Satisfactory demonstration of RFID sensor with existing NPC Employee ID card. 
2.The system shall recognize only configured users and should not offer unauthorized access. 
3.Warranty of 1 year against all the manufacturing defects is required. 
4.Successful installation, commissioning and satisfactory demonstration of the total system. 
 
PRE DISPATCH INSPECTION CRITERIA 
1.Create a new user1, with its ID Card 
2.Create a new TLD1 and assign to this new user1 
3.Check TLD1 is inserted in each slot and is detected by the cabinet with position and its identity 
as TLD1. 
4.Check the new User1 card is detected as User1 and TLD1 is issued. 
5.Check Blinking multi-colour LED indicates TLD1 being released from the respective slot. 
6.Check time of issue and time of return are logged in.  
7.Check TLDs are inserted in one orientation only. 
8.Check the cabinet Works in standalone mode by disconnecting the networked cable 
9.Check Modular design, each module is holding 180 TLDs 
10.Check Release all TLDs mode is available for administrator. 
11.Check software allows to configure Multiple Operators to manage cabinets 
12.Check Real-Time transactions are displayed on software screen as and when they occur. 
13.Check Audit Trail of all operations performed by the Operator. 
14.Check Database Backup, Restore & Repair functionality. 
15.Check TLD Transaction Report – Report about the TLDs that have been Accessed. 
16.Check User Transaction Report – Report about all the TLD Transactions made by all or specific 
User 
17.Check the dimensions are within specified limit.  
 
DETAILED TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS of items: 
 
1.Cabinet suitable for 180 TLDs. 
●Consisting of One User console. 
●180 TLD slots.  
●One external battery backed power supply. 
●LAN interface for host. 
●Size : 820W x 910H x 110 D mm Max 
●One GM Tube detector for gamma radiation detection ( sensitivity 60cps/mR/hr) 
●Weight 30 Kg. ( approximately) 
 



2.Cabinet Management web based Software.  
●OS independent, web based GUI to provide 
●Reports of TLD movement 
●Real time information of TLDs away from cabinet 
●Facility to configure TLD users and TLDs 
●Facility to store TLD transactions beyond a year 
●Facility to import, export transactions & backup/recover database 
●Cabinet Management web bases software must run on our existing PC and windows server 
. 
3.Emergency Release tool 
●Battery powered to release any TLD in case of total power failure to TLD cabinet 
●With Suitable battery pack 
●With suitable power adapter 
 
4.Spare User Console unit 
●3.5" colour TFT display to convey status, messages, time of delay etc. 
●capacitive touch 12 keys keypad for user interaction 
●User identification through RFID smartcard: Mifare1Kb or 4Kb 
●Card reading and processing time < 200ms 
●100base-T Ethernet LAN interface for communication with server computer 
●Works in standalone as well as networked mode 
●Send data in real time to two hosts 
●Logs up to 32,000 transaction events in the absence of host connectivity. 
●Size: 350mm width x 103mm height with SS front plate 
●Power supply: 12V dc, 250mA 
●Environment: Temperature 0-55 Deg. C, RH 0-95%. 
 
 
5.Spare Power Supply unit. 
●Input supply: 180- 230V ac, 50Hz 
●Output: uninterrupted 10-14V dc @ 2A 
●Output Ripple: < 100 mV 
●Load Regulation: < 2% 
●Rechargeable battery: 12V, 7Ah 
●Deep discharge cutoff 
●Bump less, Auto-switch over from Mains to Battery and vice-versa 
●Enclosure: Metallic, powder coated. 
●Size: 155x 115x 110 mm. 
●Snap mountable on wall. 
 
6.Spare RFID tags for TLDs. 
●125KHz EM41xx Tags  
●Encapsulated suitably for TLD attachment 
●IP66 rated, washable 
 
7.Biometric fingerprint sensor 
●Optical sensor 
●Resolution: 500DPI 
●False Rejection Ratio: < 0.1% 
●False Acceptance Ratio: < 0.001% 
●Identification Time ~ 1 sec 

 


